
Since its incorporation in 1969, the nonprofit, member-
owned National Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance 
Corporation, or CFC, has provided financing, investment 
and related products to America’s electric cooperatives.

The new CFC headquarters building in Dulles, Va., was 
designed with the future in mind, so that the organization 
can serve its members in a cost-effective, efficient manner 
while maintaining the highest standard in reliability and 
system security.

Headquarters Campus
Dulles, Virginia

“National Rural Utilities Cooperative 
Finance Corporation dedicates this building 
to its member-owners, America’s rural 
electric cooperatives, in the spirit of our 
jointly held cooperative principles and 
values of service, integrity and excellence.”

Cooperatives on the Cutting Edge

When CFC undertook plans for its advanced, energy-efficient headquarters building, it drew on both a 
desire to lead and inspiration from its members. America’s rural electric cooperatives are on the forefront 
of energy technologies, whether through consumer energy efficiency programs, smart grid developments, 
renewable energy deployment or efficiency in building design. 

Almost a dozen electric cooperatives and affiliated organizations around the country have designed  
new service centers and headquarters buildings following the LEED standards of design. 

CFC is dedicated to supporting its members as they undertake advanced initiatives such as these.  
For more information on efficiency in building design or any of the systems highlighted in this brochure, 
please contact CFC Facility Manager John Moone at john.moone@nrucfc.coop.

The CFC Board of Directors broke 
ground for the new headquarters 

facility on Oct. 21, 2009.

The building pairs traditional elements of Virginia 
architecture—drawing on Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello 
for inspiration—with a sleek and contemporary style. 
The result reflects CFC’s rural heritage while projecting 
the stability and innovation expected of a sophisticated 
financial services organization.

All systems were planned with efficiency and 
conservation in mind, adhering to Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design (LEED) Gold standards as 
established by the U.S. Green Building Council.20701 Cooperative Way | Dulles, Virginia 20166

Visit us at www.nrucfc.coop
703-467-1800

Rural Heritage, Future-Focused Design



THOUGHTFUL DESIGN
The focal point of CFC’s headquarters building is its 
75-foot-high atrium. The space serves as a crossroads 
for the facility, equivalent to CFC’s Main Street, 
where employees, members and guests can gather  
and exchange ideas. The building itself is situated 
along an east/west axis, consistent with Jeffersonian 
principles of design. The building is entered from the 
east and opens out to the west—symbolically toward 
CFC’s members spanning the United States.

ENERGY
Smart and efficient energy use was made a priority 
throughout the design process, influencing every 
system in the facility. Combined, energy-saving 
strategies throughout the building are expected to 
shave energy use by more than 30 percent,  
compared to a base-case standard defined by the 
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and  
Air-Conditioning Engineers.

geothermal wells | Fifty-two, 400-foot deep 
vertical geothermal wells      

provide heating and cooling for  
the atrium, lobby, stairwells and 
fitness center. Coils of flexible 
tubing run just under the atrium’s 
floor; water pumped from the  
wells and through the coils  
keeps the floor temperature  
between 68 and 80 degrees 

Fahrenheit. The closed-loop geothermal system  
also feeds into two heat pumps to regulate  
ventilation and humidity for the atrium.

onsite power | Computer and 
telephone systems are powered 
24 hours a day by onsite 
natural gas-fired microturbines.    
Waste heat from the turbines 
is captured and utilized by the 
HVAC system for cooling  
CFC’s data center via a hot 
water absorption chiller. Two 
combined-fuel (natural gas and 
diesel) generators    are capable  
of providing 1 MW of backup 
power to the entire building for several days. A battery 
system allows for a smooth transition from local utility  
power to onsite sources without interruption.

solar pv array | A demonstration 
solar photovoltaic (PV) system 
tracks the sun throughout the day 
and provides a small amount of 
power to the facility. The system is 
made up of a dozen 185-watt panels. 
Visitors can track the system’s 
energy output in real-time on a 
digital kiosk located in the lobby.

LOCATION
The building site is strategically located at a major 
intersection in one of the fastest-growing counties in the 
country and one of the largest employment centers in the 
Washington, D.C., area. The wooded campus remains 
convenient to urban amenities at its doorstep.

alternative transportation | Bicycle racks and 
shower facilities    are provided for employees, as well as 
priority parking spaces for fuel-efficient vehicles. 

light pollution reduction | Full cutoff exterior light 
fixtures—those that emit no light above the fixture level—
minimize the amount of light emitted into the night sky. 
Interior fixtures were designed to reduce the amount of  
light emitted beyond the building’s interior.

WATER
Wise water use paired with a reliable system is crucial  
to maintaining building operations while keeping utility 
costs low.

reliability | The HVAC cooling tower and fire 
suppression systems are fed by multiple local water 
distribution systems, as well as a nearby state-of-the art 
water reclamation system. A water storage tank provides 
back-up drinking water for three days.

wastewater technologies | A municipal water 
reclamation center approximately two miles offsite feeds 
reclaimed water to the irrigation, fire suppression, HVAC 
cooling tower and restroom facilities. The center, which 
sets a new technology standard for environmental 
protection and water reclamation, provides 90 percent  
of the facility’s water at 75 percent the cost of standard  
city water.

landscaping and irrigation | Hearty native plants 
that require little watering have been used throughout the 
campus landscaping,   reducing overall water demand by  
50 percent from an average campus of its size. All 
irrigation water is obtained from the offsite water 
reclamation system. 

Structural Overview
Advanced sustainable systems for America’s rural electric cooperatives

cooling and heating | State-of-the-art centralized 
chillers provide cooling to office wings with minimum 
power consumption. An ice-making plant produces 
and stores ice underground    during off-peak periods 
when regional demand for electricity is low; the ice 
is melted during the day to provide a cooling source 
for the HVAC system. Heating for the office wings is 
provided by recovered waste heat from the data center 
microturbine generators and supplemented with high-
efficiency, natural gas-fired boilers.    

cool roof | A reflective Energy Smart Roof ® membrane    

covers more than 75 percent of the facility’s roof. The membrane 
reduces heat absorption into the building and decreases the “heat 
island” effect on the facility’s surroundings.

lighting | Daylight use is maximized 
throughout the facility, from the oculus in 
the center of the atrium dome to the panels 
of windows rimming the office wings. 
Sophisticated light dimming controls and 
occupancy sensors minimize artificial lighting 
when spaces are not in use. 

windows | Low-emissivity (Low-E) coatings 
on all windows    control heat transfer 
through the glass, keeping heat out during 
summer months and in during the winter. The 
microscopically thin coating reduces energy loss 
by as much as 50 percent, according to the U.S. 
Department of Energy.
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